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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view of science and of the natural world_ During these years
most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts are at the heart of, science, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first gain the ability to.study science in a really org.anized way.
Here, tbo, the commitment for or against sc ce as an interest or a
vçpttion is often made.

Paradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the ones
least affected Igy the recent effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a number of comMendable efforts to imPiove the
situation, the middle years stand today as a comparatively weak link in
science education between-the rapidly changing elementary curriculuni
and the recently revitalized high school science courses: This volume
and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.

At the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project cackled that it
would be shortsighted and unwise to try to fill the gap in middle
school science education by simply Writing another textbook. Ws chose
instead to .challenge some of the most firMly established concepts
about how to teach and just what sciehce material can and should be
taught, to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what
authorities believe about schools, teachers, children, and teaching until
We have hid the chance to test these assumptions in actual, classrooms
With real children. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has-been to rely
More upon What we saw happening in the schools-,than upon what
authorities said could or would happen. It is largely because. of this
policy that the lgCS materials represent a substantial departure frOfn
the norm. .

The primary difference between the ISCS program and more cod-
ventional approaches is the fact that it allows each student to. travel

;14%44"



at his own pace, and it permits the scope anfil sequence of instruction
to vary with his interests, abilities, and backgound, Thc ISCS writers
have systematically tried to give ths student more of a, role in deciding
what he should study next and how` sOon he should study.it. When the4
materials arc used as intended, thc 1SCS teacher serves more as a
"task-raterz2--than ta5 msrixsrhjjobtu +Hp -the-student
answer the questions that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to know.

There is nothing radically new in the 1SCS Approach to knstruction.
Outstandineteachers from Sotrates to Mark Hopkins haye stressed the
need to personalize education. ISCS has tried to do sOmething more
than pay lip service to this goal. ISC major contribution has been to
design a system whereby an averag teacher, operating under normal
constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, -can in-

*

deed give maximum attention to each student's progress.
The deelopment of the ISCS material has been a group effort from

the outset. It began in 1962, when outstanding educators met to decidT
what might be done to improve middle-grade science. teaching.' The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative
plan for a set of instructional materials by a small group of Florida
State University facultY members. Small-scale writing sessions con-

, ducted on the .Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in,
,pilot curricubm materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 19t5--66 school year. All this preliminary work was ,sup-
ported by funds generously provided by The Florida State University.

In June of 1966; financial support was provided by the United States
Office of Eduation, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the 1SCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation Made sev-
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.

The first draft of these materials was produced in 1968, during a.
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science
educators, and junior high. school teachers drawn from all over the
United States. The original materials have been revised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, aril more than 180,000 children, in 46
states, have been involved in thctr field testing.

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use,this,
material will .find that the great amount of time, money, and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile`

!

lTallahassee, Florida .

February 1972
The,Directors
INTERMEDLAITE SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY

'
r;4. '
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Notés. to the Student

-- 1-

This Record pook is where you should write your answers_
111-y to fiJ1 in the answer to each qUestion as you some to it.
If the lines are not-long enough for your answers, use the mar-
gin, too. .

Fill in the blank tables with the data fiom your eiperimerits.
And use-the grkls to plot your graphs. Naturally, the answers

'dePend on what has tome before in the partiailar chapter or
excuision.. Do your reading in:the textbook and Use this book
only for writing down your,answers.

,

otes to the Teacher

-

Answers.preceded by asteiisks.indicate that-the answers we have
supplied are tkpptoximate answers...In these caks, ot4r answers,
may also be actgpted. in almost eVery instance, these variable ,

answers,are,Of -A-quaraitative natyre and are based on measure- .

ments the students,At)rnsqlves'make.

r
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CHECKUP

1 Sperm is the "bit of information' provided by male plants or

animals in the formation of offspring.

2. AEL.cg is Os te a tiox rovided by female planrsor

inimals in the lormation of offspring.

3. The sperm ioins with the egg,to produce the first cell of the new

offsg.
4, Pollen (the sperm)ioins the egg, in any of a_variety of ways. these

2 cells fuse and the fused. cell is the first cell of the new seed.

Straight or curly-/ the curly wirigs do not lie flat against the

kcify_ofthelly.

b. Red or 13roNiT (Brown is often called "sepia.")

Light brown, with darker stripes arbund lower body

d. Seven, orless, stripes

Wing sizes may vary. Most other,variations are too small to

be readily tn with the hand lens.
'r.:-

01-2. Aside from male/female diVrences. all the fliq in any one vial

avoid be alikc,

.4te

Chapter -1

Red Eyes and
Curly Wings

Checkup. Most students
should do Excursion 1-1

whether or not they success-
fully answer the tour ques-
tions.



Tabl 1-1. The row ot bristles
on the male's front leg (the
sex comb) Is hard to. see.
However, extra time spent in
th e! identificetion of the sex
differences will pay on for the
students The ability to sepa-
rate the flies Correctly Is basic
to all the following work in the
chapter.

Table 1-1

Table 1-2. Be sure that the
vials of flies of the two part-
ners are different In the fea-
tures listed.

Table 1-2

Ntf'

Male Female

Detinite black tail end , Lighter tail end
,

Blunt tail end I

Pointed tail end -

Slightly smaller Slightly larger .

Row of bristles NI front leg No row of bristles`o front le&

One point at tip of tail ,
Two points at tip of tail

:

Wings smaller Wings larger
.,

01-4.
Features Your Vial -44- I Partner's Vial_# i

Shape of wings Straight Curly....
_

Eye color ' Brown 'cit. ed
_ , ...

Pure strain could be,- opermionally defined as a strain with a

feature that has shown no. variation over several generations:

1-6. Although the students 01_6 Answers will vary. Subsequently the /student will find that.all
have inadequate knowledge
to predict, It might be inter- - the offspring will have.straight wings and red eyes. However; 'Lie cannot
esting to ask some of them
why they made the prealc- be expected to predict .this yet,tions that they did

-fte

4

The offspring would be identical tq their..parents, i.e., they

would, be pure strain for one or_tiit otheifeaturp.,

Figiiie 1-5

Mating: X
Sex Feature Sex Feature

Your Name- .A. ...-,..,--...

Date;, Clas's Section Vial #2.
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FIRST-GENERATION PI ANNING CHART

,
Event Date Done.or Observed

. ,

VIM # I cleared of adults
..

Day 1 (e,g., Sept. 15).

Vial #2 p4ared Day 1 (e.g., Sept. 15)

Males & virgin females put
in vial it 2

Day 2 e.g., Sept. 16)

.. Eggs observed Day 2 (e.g., Sept. 16)

Larvae observed Day 8 (e.g., Sept. 23)

Parent flies cleared from vial #2 Day 8 (e.g., Sept. 23)

Pupae observed Day 10 (e.g., Sept. 25)

Adults observed ,.. Day 14 (e.g., Sept. 29)

Table 1-6,

Eye Color or Wing Shape Number of Flies

014. Table 1-7

Feattire Variation
(State eye-co7or or wing-shape variation.)

krents

First-generation
.offspring

,

All offspring should look like one r the other parent. This

answer may or may pot agree with 1-6's predictioir.

Table 1-5. The sample entries
In the table are only given as
a guide The actual time for
the cycle is greatly de-
pendent on temperature. and
may be somewhat shorter br
longer than is shown The
important thing is that the
student observes the pro-
grails daily.

Table 1-5

Table 1-11. All the , first-
generation flies should have
red eyes and straight wings.
Therefore, Table 1-6 should
list either red eyes or straight
wings for the total number of
Ales.

Table 1-7. Whichever feature
(red eyes or straight wings) is
listed for parents, the same
should be listed for the first-
generation offspring.

3
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AlNbhservations should si.)%v a consistent pattern, i.e., all

- t 'first-generation pffspring will look likone of the parents.

1-11. Once again. It May be
ipteresting to ask why the
student made a. particker
predierion

Tabla 1-8. The student is in-
structed jo discuss the plan
for another generation with
you. getting your help. if nec-

.essary. and your approval.
before begrnning the experi-
ment ee sure that the plan
allows for the clearing of vial
=2 within 10 hours of the
mating time. The liming df the
cyCle will be temperature-
dependent again.

Table 1-9. Parents should be
'listed as having red eyes and
straight wings. Thq offspring
should show an approximate
ratio of 3 tO 1 tor red eyes to
brown eyes and for straight
wings to curly wings.

The predicted answer will vary. Accept any answer.'

Table 14-

SECON :GENERATION PLANNING 01411T
t

. .
Event Date Done or Observed

Vial.#2 cleared of adults Day I (e.g., Sept. 30)

. Vial #3 prepared Day 1 (e.g.; Sept. 30)

kirt leck & virgin females put in
vial #3 Day 2 (e.g. Oct. I)

.

_ Eggs Observed . Day 2 (e.g....Or...1_0_
4

- -

' Larvae obseEved
N

Day 8 (e.g.,._Oct._7).,

Parent fli s l4tecfom vial #3 Day 8 (e.g.,-Oct. 7)
r

P at obsented Day 10 (e.g, Oct. 9)
7

A Pkbserved Day 14 (e.g., Oct. 43)

01_12 Answers 'will vary.

Table 1-9-
a

- 4
Feature Variation'

(State what,eve c4jrs and wing shapes you find):

Parents

Second-generation
frspring

0143. The 340-1 ratio of one type of fly to the other. hk tenns.0.1d .

the two-bit model, if each parent contributes one bit of information

1

, ._
., ..-1

':.,Miii' ..... ., .
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to the offspring, and one bit can mask the other, then the parents must7
have 2 different kinds of bits for each feature.

Problom Brook 1-1 Problem Brek 1-1. The stu-
dent .should be able to find

1. The description of your original -flies the alternative feafure to the
one he studied (eye oolor-or-v
wing shape). He should also
be able to determine an ap-
proximate 3-to-1 ratio of the
features. From this, the par-
nts can be deduced to be of

2. The results of your crossing experiments
mixed strain, because each'
must have been able to con-

- tribute a bit for the masked
feature. Likewise the grand-

! parents can be deduced aa
pure strain In order for them
to have Identical mixed-strain

3. Partner's description of his flies
offsprinb.

4. Other observations or conclusions

(See teacher note on page 22 of text for suggested reasoning on Problem
Break I- .)

02_1. Beans may differ in.size weight, color, spottedness, thickness

of coat, etc.

024. The brown strain

2-1. Be alert for students
erroneously stating that the
beans differ in sex according
to color.

Chapter 2
That's Using
the Old Bean

441 =4',i'444.:. 9:"41s.

^VI ' .461"
.4es; 4.
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2-1. ltwo beakers \if,
beatis.ithczula iotal 225
250. At this point.sthe student
may not Understand ratio& or
the rounding-ottprocess. and
should do Excursion 2-1.

2-7. Number of brown beans
to nymber of whike beans
ze 174 to 62
(sample count)
Rough ratio = to 1.
Rounded-off ratio. 3 to 1

Problm Break 2-1. The stu-
dent cannot see all the ker-
nels of corn on the second-
generation ear. From the
observable ones, however,
tYpical counts might be !hope:
Dark kernels = 271
Light kernels = 92
Rough ratio = 2.95 to 1
Rounded-off ratio = 3 to 1

Chapter 3
Watch Your
Peas and Q's

02-9. he white straM

02-4. Answers will vary. Accept any answer.

Both brOwn and white beans

Many more br9,wn than white

Table 2-1

SAMPLE COUNT Of- SEI COND-GENERATION BEANS

Brown Beans,. White Beans Ratio

174 (approx.) 62 (approx.) 2.8: 1 .

iitatio should -be 3 brown to 1

p2-8 7aiicps stibuld be close.

bite.

02_9: First-generation beans were brown; some second-generation

beanS were' brown and others are white; the ratio of brown to white

. beans is:3 t. I.

Questions J,2, 3, and 4,are not intended to be answered here in the
Record Book. They are inten d-to point out to the student the prott-:,
lems he will be ekploring in th remainder of this unit.

_

,d.

Problem Break 2-i

From the drawings, the student should be able to verify that there
are 3 dark kernels to 1 light kernirin the second-generation corn.

;S.

All peas in package ft1 will be smooth' and uniformly colored.

03-2 No. A pure strain must produce the same type offspring for

several generations. There is no way of knowing whether these peas

are the result.of such generati-c)&

2 IN

,

'.1
);.

p,r, AS.
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034. Impossible to predict

They are the same.

Answers will vary, but accept all, answers.

034. Prediction should include.the idea that dnly smooth peas would

result.
Or

0 34. So far there is no evidence of any kind that there are anything

but smdoth type peas in previqs generations.

03_8. it should be correct.
.#b

034. ak`e smooth peas.

03-10.

03-11 .

03-12.

Pure=strain plants

They would all,be smooth.

A pure strain is a strain with a feature that shows no variation

overtseveral generations.

03-13. PeasAll will be wrinkr and uniformly colored.

03-14: These are wrinkled; the.previous ones were smooth.

03115. and 3_16. c peas should all be wrinkled_ The reason'should

be that the parent peas were pure strain.

034).- ROund

034s. Wrinkkd

0349. All the peas should look like one of tlif parents:

-0340. They should all look alike, i.e., round (or. smooth).

03-21, The round (or smooth)Apamnt

03_22. There will be .smooth and wrinkled peas in a ratio of

.3 smooth to 1 wrinkled.

3-5. Note that the student
should not have been able to
make a prediction in ques-
tion 3-3.

3-13, Also, all are roughly the
same size.

3-15. Note that in order to
make this prediction. trve as-
sumption that they are pure
strain must be made.

Lf?At'

;74'
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Problem Moe* 3-1. In the
paragraph following the
problem break, students are
told tO try tc) cfeacaba a model
for inheritance in their
Record Book, if they can. No
space has been specIfiGally
provided for this, but the few
if any, who try, can wIltri: at
the bottom of the page_

Problem Break 3-1_ Three
petri dishes of tobacco seed-
lings will contain about
45 plants_ There should be
30-35 green plants and
10-15 white.

ChaPter 4-
'Bits of
Information

4-10. In an effort to sahiktge
the one-bit model, students
may come up with some
novel explanations for the
reappearance of white beans.
Generally, they will haye to
make some rather wild as-
sumptions, and the Model will
become quite complicated,,
This, of cotinse. is a contra-
diction qf ffle idea of a model,
but the question leads nicely
Into the fifilowing problem
break.

0 3-23

[13-24.

03-25.

03-26.

52 smooth to 17 wrinkkd

3': I

Should be theerne

Should be the same

3-27.a. WhEirt-Wo individuals of the same pure strain are crossed,

all offspring lrk like the parents_

b. When two individuals of different pure strains are crossed,

the offspring resemble One parent and not the other.

Problem Eirrak 3-1

Students should infer that parents were all alike (all green) and giat
grandparents were of two different colors (grcen and white).

944 Three were smooth (round) and I was Wrinkled.

94-2 13rown

94_3 White

044 Brown
-

04_5. Answers will varyeither brown or white_

94_6 Brown

94_7. From the brown parent, i.e., parent #1

044 Because parernt #2 had only bits of information for white_ Lis?

04_9. Brown

0440. The appearance of white beans cannot be explained by using
1

the one-bit model.

2G
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It is impossible to predict the new model suggested by the st4lent.
Some -may come- up iwith a -two-bit model, but not be able tc) tnalc.c

it work. Accept the sttident's best effort.
4_11 ne brown bit and one white bit

04.12.._The white bit may_be defective. Other answers may also be 4-12. It is quite probable that
many students will not ,come

Oven, e.g., that the white bit was "lost," or that the brown bit over- , uti with an answer. This is not
crucial. The following activity

powers the white bit:
is designed to solve the prob-
lem.

0 4-13. Brown

04_14. The white bit is masked by the brown bit.

0 44 5 One brown bit, and one white bit

0 4_18 Brown

04_17. Brown

0 4-1 8 One brown and one white in each individual Or

)
0 44 9. One square from each bag

04-20. %I Two brown squares

yOne broWn square and one colorless squaiV`

yTwo,colorless squares

h

Table 4-1

COMBINATIONS OF SQUARES IN SECOND GENERATION

,
.

2 Brown
1 Brown

I, Color leSs
,

2, Colorless
1 ,

Cheek
marks ,

-
....

./

Totals
f

,
.

4

4-20.1t is possible that a more
perceptive student may place
two check marks next to the
middle combination of

squares.

k

Table 4-1. The totals will only
approximate 15:30:15. To
get closer to a rounded-off
1:2;1 ratio, the student would
have to use many more than
sixty trials.

,;

z
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Table 4-2 Hopefully, the
rough ratio will be greater
than 2,5 to 1 and less than 9.5
to 1.: in ordier for the rounded-
off ratio tiz be 3 to 1.

Tr

Probleets Break 4-2_ Note that
the student Is told to discuss
the results with you. You may
find that he needs to discuss
even MOM the approach to
the Problem. Cross% 1

shoukl result in all brown
beans (Bw). Cross =2 should
result in 2 brow' and 2 white
beans (2, latw and 2 ww)..
Cross =3 should moult in
4 brown beans. (2 BB and
2 Bw) ..

10

'tyl,

WO

c Aa_A;kSataaikt

Table 4-1 should show total/of approximately. 15 :30: 15+,

Table 4-2

v

g
1

. Number of
Brown-seed
Offspring

_

Number of
White-seed
Off Spring -

Total
,

Rough
ratio

tO
.

Rounded-off
ratio .

to
I

When the data is entered into Table 4-2, it shoulld Shszisv approximately
45: 15, tor a rounded-off ratio Of 3 to 1..

04-21, There should be close agreement.

Problem Break 4-2

The student may use a variety, of ways to solve this problem. He
may 'use the brown and clear squaies in the paper bags; he may use
the diagram method: .

Cross *1 BB

or he may use the "square method:

Bw

w Bw Bw Cross

yAtilkii t

x

111110'

' `1%;
. 'Oak,

A

11'



Cross *3

Problem &yak 4-3

is1;141,*TrivOtteridl

In all likelihood, the student will find that three-bit or higher models
are cmhbersome to use anti usually fail to explain or predict results,

04-22 Brown

04_23. No

The resulting offspring will always be brown.

04-25. Two brown seeds and two white seeds if the brown parent is

mixed; all brown seeds if the brown parent is pure.

0444. Using a test cross with a pure strain brown *trent, the offspring

are always brown. Using a pure strain white parent for a testcross, some

offspring are white if ihe brown parent is a mixed strain.

04_27. The pure-strain parent will have all one kind of Offspring.

The impure-strain parent will always have two kinds of offspring.

04_25. When the pure-stiain white-bean plant iS used, there will be

two kinds of offspring. When the pure-strain brown-bean plant is used,

all offspring are alike (brown).-

04,29. 1 brown ,hk1 white with mixed-strain brown parent; 4 brown

to 0 white with pure-strain brown parent

23

4-29. Students should include .

both ratios in summing up.

11



Problem Week 4-4. You
should probably accept as an

several generations of the
smooth pea seeds to aee if
there were any variations.
evert though the intent of the
problem break wai to use a
test cross.

Problem Break 4-4

Set up a test cross between the smooth peas and some wripkled
peas. If all the offspring are sinoth, then the smootp parents were
pure strain. If some of the offspring are smooth and some are wrinkled,
then the smooth parents were not pure strain.

Chapter 5 05_1 It will taste bitter to those who tan taste it. About 30% will taste

Either Heads nothjn.g.

or Tails

5-5. The student is referred to
statement 4 of the two-bit
model at the beginning of this
chapter. Actually that state-
ment doesn't tell which bit
does the masking. But a look
at Figure 54 does. The four
children of Grandfather and
Grandmother Smith being
tasters strongly suggests that
"taste" is the dominant blt

12

05-2

05-4

05-A-

054-

There was no taste.

There should be no "in,between" responses.

Chew a piece of untreated la ter.

Tl4 "taste" bit appears to mask the nontaste bit.

tt; if a singk T bit is present, the person will be a taster.

.......44 .r 1
04,

. 0
w ws

iiliolk
...0 0 1116 0
10 ut 0 0

Figure 5-1

05_7. TT or Tt

05-8, Tt
n
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mowing"

054. TT or Tt but more likely TT

05.40. Parent A isprobably ilot a pure strain because if he were, all

the offsyring of the mating would probably resemble one orvthe other

parent.

054i. Parents A have two different featgres. They have offs_pri_u

with 2 different features_ lt is possible that unattached earlobes is mask'''.

ing attached earlobes.

E1s-1z Parent B probably has 2 bits for unattached earldbes. Child

B probably has o.be bit for afiached and one bit for unattached earlobes.

rij05-43 Since parents B produced-ad offspri g with .unattached ear-

lobes, the probability is that the female is pure strain. According to

the two-bit model, when two, different pure-strain parents mate, all _

their oiTsprin will resemble one-or the earents.

0 544_ Answers-will vary_

0545. Answers will vary depending on student's obSerVations.

05445. Answers will vary dependingian student's observations.
ft"

05-17. tt

5-111.. TT

054e, Sharon Johnson, :Mark's wife, must be tt in o5Or to show the

non-,tongue-rolling feature. But their children are all tongue-tolltr's 'so

they must have T bit.. Tflotild. (tot come froth the mother, 19. the

best probabihty is for Mark,to bt TT. ?e

0 5-20. tt
k

13



Problem break 5-I. The Aft Ism Break 5-1
chart, made from their own or

-c------IRMi7iiteir-ditiT-lh4ii1ff -r-e-
semble Figure 5-3 In the text.
Be sure that a key to the
symbol; used is Included.

,

Problem lima* 5-2. The chart
should reisemble Figure 5-4,
but it may not have as manye Problem Break 5-2
**branches." EnCoVrage stu-
dents to comPlete three gen-
erations if possible.

TaN. 6-1. Check this table
carefully to be sure that the
student vgetit the Idea of
-reading" the punched card
arid property recording the
data from it. It the procedure
is mastered here, Tables
6-2. 6-3, 6-4, 6-6 and 6-6,
which follow, have a much
better chance of being done
correctly.

Chapter 6 Ninsett Differrnces

Meet the
Ninsect

14

Family Tree Chart

Tongue-Rollitig Chart

...

06_1. Each ninsect is made up of a different set of feattires. Thus,

according 10 the two-bit inoc_ lel, each of theinsects lias a different .

bit for each feature.

06.2 Plat ninsect must have 2 bits Tor each feature, making a total

of 16 bits.

06.3. Each parent mustilass on 8 bitsone for each feature.
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Feature

Bits of Information

Parent (card) # I Parent (card) #2

D or d
Appear-

ance D or d
Appear-

ance

Table 6-1

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

Eye color
(black (0) or white (d)(
Body color
(striped (D) or plain (d)I
Body shape
(chunky (0) or slender (d)(
Stinger
(present (D) or absetit (d)f

Leg length
(long (D) or short (d),I

Antenna
(straight (D) or curly (d))
Wing pattern
(Win (D) or spotted (d)(
Wing size
(large (D) or small (d)I

06_4 D black Table 64

.

,

.. .

,
Feature

.

Bits of Infornuftion

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

Parent (card) # I Parent (card) #2

0 or d
Appear-

ance D or d
,Appear-

ance

Eye color
(black (D) dr white (d)]

,49A

Body color
(striped (D) qy plain (d)I
Body shape 1
(chunky (D)jor slender (d))
'Stinger
(present (8) or absent (d)(
Leg length
(long (D) or short (d)).
Antenna .

(straight `(_by or curly (d)(

Wing pOtern
(plain (D) or spotted (d)I
Wing size
(large (D)for small (d)I

,

,
,

.

,

. -

.

\

,

.

.,

.
.

,

.

2' '-.,.. 4r,

.
/

-

-

,

.

,. .

._
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Table 6-3

Feature

Chance

Four combinations

Bits of Information

Point (card) # I/
0 lr d

Appear-
ance

Parent (card) #2

D or d
Appear-

ance
Appearance of

Ninsect Offspring -

Eye color
(black (0) or white (d))
Body color
(striped (0) or plain (d)(
Body shape
[chunky (0) or sknder (d)]
Stinger
(present (0) or absent OA
Leg length
(long (D)(or short (d)I
Antenna
(straight (Cp or curly (d))
Wing ,pattern
[plain (0) or spotted (d)]
Wing sizf,
(large (0 oi sAall (d))

Table 6-4

Feature

A

Bits of Information

Parent (card) # I Parent (card) #2

D or d
Appear-

ance

Eye color
(black (0)"or white (d))
Body color
(striped (Dy or plain (d)]
Baily shape
(chunky (0) or slender OA
Stingei
[present (D) or absent (d)]
Leg length
(long ID) or short (0))
Antenna-
[straight (D) or curly (d))
Wing pattern
"plain (0) or spotted (d)]
Wing size

'(large,(12) or small (d)]

4

.4D or d
Appear-.

ance
Apiiearance

Ninsect Ofpring

4fyyny,..+14,4k. I ty,er...047.4.443.1.0,..=.04.154- *1...1.1.1., .
y
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, Feature

J,4

Eye.color
[black (0) or white (d))
Body -colOc
(striped (0) or plain-(d)1
Body shape,
[chunky (D) or slender (d)1

Stinger.,
' (present (1::q or absent (d)(
Leg length
(long (D) or short ((1)1

Antenna
[straigli(D) Or curly (d)l
Wing pattern .

[plain (0).or spotted (d))

Wing size
(large (D) or small (d)1

Otilcig ,
.- :\

Bits of Information

Parent (card) I

Appear-
D or d ance

Pareut (card) #2

Appear-
D or k\ mice

-Table 6-5

AppCarance of
Ninsect Offspring

Feature

Bits ofinformaPon

Parent (card) # Piirent (card) #2

-0 or di
Appear-

ance

Eye colQr
(black tD) wwhite (d)).
Body color
(striped (0 ). or plain 4))
Body shape . .
(chunliy (0) or slender (d)j
Stinger
(present (0) or absent (d))

Leg length
Poi% (D) o short (d))
Antenna
(straight 5,0 or curly (d)]

Wing pattern
(plain (D) or spoiled (cl)f
Wing size
(large (D) or small (d))

D or d
Appear-

ance

T ble 6-6

Appearance Of
Ninsect Offspring

'

W4VW*9440.4*".



6-7 and 64. Check to see
that students have deter
mined the nottspring chiirac-
teristics and not Just ocykited
those ot the parents

Tables 6-3, 6-4, 6-6, 64. This
second group of spaces for
the tables is provided so that
the student can record the
results from Problem Break
6-1. where the ninsect game
Is played 'over again.

problem Break 6-2. Encour-
age students to review the
activities on the two-bit model
tO try to establish a pattern tor
predicting. From' their past
experience, what does it sig-
nify If all 4 noffspring
a. show a dominant feature?
b. show a reoestive feature?
What significance is there to
a. 3 dominant. 1 recessive?
b..2 dominant. 2 recessive?

7-1 and 7-2. Failure to answer
these questions Indicates a
need for remedial work with
Excursions 7-1 and 7-2

16

Chapter 7 ,

Problems,
Problems,
ProblemS

064 Ansveers will vary depending on the IBM cards used.

The students should find differences in all four, sincc the chanceOtt
thail two noffspring will ever be alike is rather remote.

Problem Break 6-1

The purpose of these problsm breaks is to get the student to report
the procedure to get more applied practice in using the two-bit model.

Problem Break 6-2-

Consult Figure 6-5 and combine the cards for noffsprings "B," "C,"
and "D." Record these data in Tables 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6 in your Record
Book and complete the right-hand column of each table.

The student should infer that sometimes masking does not07-1

occur; instead, bits of pieces tend to blend.

07-2. Apparently the masking of one bit by another is linked to the

sex of the individual.

tr 3G
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Thc sperm is propelled by a whiplike tail.

b, d, a, and I

1. This question may not be
answered by the student if
the optional activity.,en frog
sperm was not perfo*ed.

4

Excursion 1-1
More on
Offspring

Excursion 1-2

0 2-
The statements as written cannot he iNasured, and they do not Writing

list the things you must do to identify the objects.
Operational

El 3.a.
Weight is the force meastired in newtems when a body hangs

vertically from a force measurer.

b.
Force is something that causes a change in motion or,a change

in shape df an object, and it is measured in newtons.

Pure strain is a strain that shows no variation over several

enerations.

The conclusion should be that the optimum temperature for
01.
raising fruit flies is about 80°45°F.

Definitions

Excursion 1-3
Temperature
and Life Cycle

21
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Table 'I

Possible ;,
Combinations

Results from
60 TossesNickel Dime

Heads Heads

Heads Tails

Tails Heads

Tails Tails .

Out of 60 tosses, the student should have approximately 15 for each
of the four possibilities.

Answers will vary. They should be close, when rounded off, to

for each combination.

Figur* 3

it (1/2)6Pure-strain
brownibeen

perent

(YOB

Pure-etraln
whlte-bean

(Vs) b parent (1/2 ) b

(79) e b

(71) 8 b (4) g b

The student should get j Bb in each of the four squares.

-I biown to 0 white, i.e., all brown

Figure 4

Flratgeneration
-, offspring

(72)g First-generatlon offspring (12)

( .)

,

kxcursion 4-1
Don't Flip
over This
Table 1. Check to see that
students haven't Just filled In
-15- for each combination.
Thla would be a highly un-
likely result In actual tossing.

Figure 3. The fotir spaces
should be filled as follows:

Bb Bb
, iBb Etb

Figure 4. The four spaces
should be filled as follows:

B13 lBb
Bb lbb .11

23
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Excursion 6-1
A Bit More
About Bits

03- Three brown to I NI;" hitc. or 1 BB (brown) to 2 fp (brown) to I

bb (white)

04. Brown

OS-
White

Three brown for every 1 white06-

02.

A

Two bits are needed for each felitUre.

A chromosome, or all the bits from One parent

1:13
A set lof features,- or tite genes from one parent, or the bits jof

-

information t om one parent

8

16

2

On the chromosome

One set comes from one parent, and the other set comes from

the other parent,

I' 404:1 1 4-4
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Problem Brak 1

The student is encouraged to reed further if he has an interest in .
hereditary mechanimns.

Possible Bits of
Information from
Smooth, Yellow
Parent (SsYy)

SY

Sy

sY

sy

Table 1

SY

Possible Bits of Information
,from Smooth, Yellow Parent (SsYy)

Sy sY sy

Problem Break 1. You may
want to have the student list
the books that he has read.

Exqursion 6-2
Peas Again,
But Double
Trouble

SSYY
smooth,
yellow

SSYy

, smooth,
yellow

,

SsYY
smooth,
yellow

SsYy

smooth,
yellow

SSYy
smooth,
yellow

SSyy
smooth,
green

SsYy
smooth,
yellow

Ssyy

smooth,
green

SsifY
' smooth,

yellow

SsYy
smooth,
yellow

ssYY
wrinkled,

yellow

ssY.y

wrinkled,
yellow

Savy
smooth,
yellow

Ssyy

smooth,
green

ssYy .

wrinkled,
yellow

ssyy

wrinkled,
green

25
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Students may choose any two
of the feature, listed in the
excursion. For example, sup-
pose they chooto eye color
(B,b) and body color (8,4).
The first Oros, will be be-=
tween BBSS and a bbas, as
follows:

BS BS

bs BbSs
black,
striped

bs BbSs
black,
striped

BbSs
black,
striped.

BbSs
black,
striped

The second cross will be be-
tween two of the first-genera-
tion BbSs, as shown.

5

"1 ' $114Ve'NV'Nvit'irttk

" 11 dia4kitisa tatntit' 1'

Tabli 2

Smooth. yellow-seeded plants 9

Smooth, green-seeded plants 3

Wrinkled. yellow-seeded plants 3

Wrinkled, green-seeded plants I

[Di. 12 to 4, or 3 to 1

02 12 to 4, or 3 to 1

BS

Bs

bS

bs

BS bS bs

BM,
black,
striped

BBSs
black,
stripid

BbSS
black,
striped

BbSs
black,
striped

BBSs
black,
striped

BB$
black,
plain

BbSs
black,
stri'jcd

Bbss
black;
plain

BbSS
black,
striped

BbSs
black,

. striped

-bbSS
white,
striped

bbSs
white,
striped

_

BbSs
black,
striped

.

Bbss
black,
plain

bbSs
white,
striped

bbss
white,
plain

Excursion- 7-1 cm When red and white bits are found together in the same plant,

Red; White, neither one dominates. Instead, there is a blending, or incomplete
and Pink

dominance, resulting in a blended color, mk. Thus, When:a pink plant

is crossed with a pink plant, I red flow r (liR), 2 .pink flowers_ (RW),

26 7, and I white flower ,(WW) result.

. 3t
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1 and 2. It was felt that a
capital "W" would be more(Pinlc)
meaningful to the student for
the white bit than a lower-
case letter, due to the tactRR 14,,-RW that neither red nor white is

(Pink) (red) (pink) completely dominant

W RW
(White) 'pink)

RW
(pink)

(Pink)

WW
(white) ,

Because in males, b masks B. Excursion 7-2
0 2 &Cause in females, B masks b. Hair Heirs

303- :1

w65,
af. '
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FIgure 2. The correct lettors
for the bits are given to the
student at the erx1 of the ex-
cursion. You may havojo x-
plain whyllome peraoSa have
more than one kind of pairs
of bits.

Excursion 7-3
Boy or Girl

Figure;

04. It must be altered to correlate the feature with the sex ,of the
, individual.

No responses required for this excursion.

Excursion 7-4 Eli. No; the ratios are new.

A Royal Problem 02 Sometimes one bit is masked and sometimes the otiseems.

be masked. -I

4 inale bleederS and CI-female bleeders03.
04. Answers will vary-

05. Answers will. vary; only a few will guess correctly that bleeding

only-octfurs when a single' defective gene is present and that this only

occurs when a Y-chromosome is preSent.

,

r.is,`X,`*1

or,



Students will tend to sav "Y.". although the X-chromosome is the

correct one,

a. Nonbleeder07- Nonbleeder

c. Nonbkeder d Bkeder

The bleeding son received .the Y-chromosome from his father. ,
.

and the defective Xb-chromosome from his mother. This sanle bleeder's

brother received Y-chromosom o. from his father but a normal

XN-chromosome frOm his mother, Thus the first .son was a bleeder
. .

'and the second one was normal,

09. Some of the males received a normal VI-chromosome from their

mother.

No sons could be bleeders, because to be sons they .would haye

to have received the Y-chromosome from their father and a normal

gene (either X)from their mother, Daughters would all carry the defec-
...

tive gene, hut none 4)uld be bleeders. Their sons (grandsons) could

be bleeders.

White (blanched)

02. Thc plants wete colorless like those in Problem Break 3-1, but

all these plants. are white while only a few of the othexs were white,

63. N.
4 .

04.,All.the seeds Were from the same lot. Thils, they were ail the'same

seeds, except that the prttlinating environment was changed...

9. There have been extreme/y
rare caves of femalei hemO-
phillacs reported. For physio-
logical reasons. It i4' almost
Impossible forAny -di these to
survive puberty. c

Etursion 7-5
I Wonder Where\
the Color Went?
Remember that this excur-
sion continues for 10 days or
more, and all responses may
not be made at the same
time.

-49
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Excursion 7-6
One, Two,
Oick-up Sticks

ravaitahaliat

cst,

Students wiH probably predict the restoration of color; however,0 5- ----

accept any answer since it is a prediction. Some phints 'will revert to

green in 24 hours, others will remain white for a much longertime.

The sunlight,,or lightC36-

Answers will vary.
[7] 1

Answers will vary

8otc students should have picked up more nonmatching sticks.03
The explanation should indicate that matching sticks are more

difficult to see.

08. The more nearly alike the moth colors and the tree color are, the

harder it will be for birds to sec them.

06. Light-colorid moths would be least likely to survive, and dark-

Colored moths Most likely to survive.

The moth population will beco ',darker in color.El 7

Protective coloration tends to fav animals whose coloiTads to

blend them into their surroundings. As 'a rerlt, light-colored moths

would be eaten in greater numbers and so there would be less of them

available to reproduce. At the same time, dark-colored moths would

tend to escape predation ancleThey would successfully reproduce, thus

increasing the nuMbers of dark moths in the population.

_

N... N'Air:::112":P") =i,..7; 1.-.43'" 3' .W '''''1.4"7"V '
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Answers will vary.

Answer should vary with the particular feature mentioned.b 2.

0 3. ,No

04. YCS

05. Answers will vary, but student should indicate his aw.areness of

what actions he should take to o timize his physical and mental poten-

tials.

06. Questions 4.)through 10 should lead student to discover that the

features tievdoped because of environment are not transmitted by bits

of genetic infOrmation.

07. No
lb*

06. No

0.9. No

OM No

FEATURES

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Sunlight Exercise Diet

Skin tanning X P

Freckles X
Intelligence X
Hair color X
Weight X X
Size of muscles X X
Handedness

Table 1

Excursion 7-7
Do Blondes
Have More Fun?

31
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How Well Am I Doing?

You probably wonder' what yo
course. You would like to kno
of the book will help yu find
each chapter. If you can answe
well.

are expected to learn in this science
how well you arc doing. This section
out. It contains a Self-Evaluation for

all the questions, you're doing 'very

The Self-Evaluations are for yo b nefit. Your teacher will not use
the results to give you a grade. Inst d, you will grade yourself, since
you are able to check your own answers as you go along.

Here's how to use the Self-Evaluations. When you finish a chapter,
take the Self-Evaluation for that chapter. After answering the questions,
turn to the Answer Key that is at the end of this section. The Answer
Key will tell you whether your answers were right or wrong.

$ortie questions can be answered in,móre than one way. Your answers
to these questions may not quite agree with those in the Answer Key.
If you miss a question, review the material upon 'which k was based
before going on to the next chapter_ Page references areirequently
included in the Answer Key lo help you review.

On the next to last page of this booklet, there is a grid, which you
can use to keep a recOrd of your own progress.



Notes for the Teacher

e_

The following sets of questions have been designed for self-
evaluation by your students. The intent of the self-evEduation
questions is\to inform the student of his progress_ The answers
are provided for the students to give them positive reinforce-
ment. For this reason it is important .that each student be
allowed to answer these questions without feeling the pressures
normally associated with testing. We ask that you do not grade
the student on any of the chapter self-evaluation questions or
in any.way make him feel that this is a comparative device.

The student should answer the questions for each chapter as
soon as he finishes the chapter. After answerinvhe questions,
he should check his 'answers immediately by ieferring to the
appropriate set of answers in the back of his S,tudent Record
Hook.

There are some questions that require planning of-assistance
from the classroom teacher or aide. InstruCtions for- theSe are
listed in color on the pages that follow. Vou should check this'
list carefully; noting any item that may require your,presence
or preparation. Only iitems whiCh require some planning or
assistance are listed.

You should check occasionally to sce if your stpdents are
completing the progress chart on page 53.

"
11":,

Jig*
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Part A
.

SELF-EVA LUAT f011 i
You should do this self-evaluation when you have reached page 17,
at the point where you are told to go ahead to Chapter 2.

Circk any of the excursions for this chapter that you completed_
1-1; 1-2; 1,3; 1Z4

Give an operational dAinition for pure strain of axi organism_

01-2. When you cross fniit flies, why iS it important to use virgin
female flies?

014 How can you distinguish between an overetherized fruit fly and
one that is properly etherized?

014: If you were to cross two fruit flies that were both pure strain
for brown eyes, what do yOu predict would be the eye color of

ta. the first-generation offspring?

b. the secoild-generation offspring?

/15

1-5. You need to prepare
(and maintain) a vial of fruit
flies t6r this question_ Only a
few fliet will be needed, but
be sure that the vial contains
bottl males and females. La-
bel the vial 'actu 1-5:" An
etherizer and lens
must also be available. This
question calls for a perso
check by you_

A

35
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[11-5. Obtain from your teacher the vial of fruit flies labeled
"Q#stion 1-5." Etherize these fruit flies and select one male and one
female fly. Have your teacher check w ether or not you can identify
which is male and which is female.

.\
4.-

01-6_ Give an operational definition oSfirsèrseration o

01-7. One of the main aims of this unit is to develop a model to help
explain the patterns that appear in the way features are passed from
one generation to the next.

a. What is meant by the term model?

b. What are the characteristics of a good model?

. Pad

Do not do this self-evaluation until you have completed all of Chapter
1, including all the fruit-fly experiments.

01-11 Suppose you crossed fruit flies that were pure strain for black
body with flies that were pure strairi for striped body. You may assumc
that the bit for striped body masks the bit for blagk body.

a. What will be the body Color of the first-generation offspring?
(Include a ratio in your answer if-necessary.)

b. What will be the appearance (Ake second-generation offspring?
(Include .a ratio in your answer if necessary.)

36
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01-2. Suppose you had a vial of red-eyed fruit flies. Describe an
experiment that would help you find out if the flies are pure strain for
red eyes. (1-lint: Red-eye bits mask brown-eye bits.)

\st

01-3. In fruit flies whenever a white-eyed female is crossed with a
red-eyed male,. only the female offspring have white eyes. AU the male
oMpring have red eyes.

a. Does the two-bit model account for this?

b. Explain your answer.

Circle the excursion for this chapter, if you completed it_
2-1

02-1. Obtain the two vials label d "2-1A" and "2-1W' from the supply
area.

By. looking at th colors of the bean seeds; predict which vial contains
the flist-generatiim offspring of a cross between parents each of which
was pure strain fl?r a different color.

My prediction is rial number

Assuming that yoi4 'prediction is correct, what will be the ratio of the
number of bean seds of one color to the number of seeds of the other
color in the "second \reration?

02-2., Suppose you found ttiere were 829 yellow kernels on an ear of
corn and 164 dark-brown kernels4

a. Wirt is the rough ratio, of yellow to brown kernels?

b. What is the rounded ratio of yellow to brown kanels?

SELF-EVALUATION 2

2-1. Label two vials "2-1A"
and "2-1B." In vIal 2-1A,
place about a dozen brown
beans: In vial 2-1B, place
6 white beans and 6 brown
beans_

f .14
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02-3. When purc-.strin yellow peas arc crossed with pure-strain green
peas, the first-generation peas arc all yellow.

What will the second generation of pe'as look like? (Include a ratio
in y ur answer.)

02-4. Can you tell if a seed is pure strain for t feattire by just looking
at the seed?

Explain

SELF-EVALUATION 3 03-1. A pure-strain smooth-seed pea plant is crossed with another
pure-strain smooth-seed plant.

a. Predict the appearance of the first-generation seeds.

b. Predict the appearance of the second-generation seeg. (Include
a ratio if necessary.)

03-2. A pure-strain tall pea plant was ciossed with a pure-strain dwarf
pea plant. All the first-generation pea plants were tall. Predict the
appearance of the second-generation offspring. (Include a ratio if nee-
essary.)

ffl-1

03-3. Suppose you crossed two tall corn plants of the same strain and
found that three fourths of the offspring were tall and one -fourth were

'dwarf.

a. Is t4is strain of tall corn plants a pure strain?

Explain your ansWer.

a

17,"

-
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b. Predict the appearance pf the parents of this strain of tall corn
plants.

03-4. A second generation of rose plants contains 82 plants with red
roses and 27 plants with white roses.

a. What do you predict was the Appearance of the first-generation
roses?

b. What do you predict was the appearance of the original parent
c roses?

Circle the excursion for this chapter if you completed it'. , SELr2EVALUATI0i4 4
4-1

044. a. What two. t does a good,model help you do?

4

b. What is meant by the phrase 'the assumptions .a model"?

044. -List the four assumptions of the\two-bit model.

a.

b.

04-3. When, two pure-strain mice are crossed, half the first generation
offspring are males and half are females. In the second generation you
again find that half the mice are 'males aiid the other half are ,females.

a. Which of the inheritatice models best ptedicts this inheritance
pattern?

fri
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b. What evidence do you have that ypurans%vç, r is correct?

-ID 44. A male fruit fly with.s-traight wings is Crossed with a curly-winied
female fruit fly. All the first-generation offspring have straight wings_
:three fourths of the se'cond-generalion offspring have straight wings,
and, one faurth have curly -wings.

a. Which inheritance model best explains this inheritance pattern?

b. Does straight wing mask curly Wing? What evidence

clo you bave to support youranswer?
,

c: Were the original parents pure stfain?

04-5. SUppose yOu bought some marigold seeds at the store and
_wondered whether -this variety was a pure strain or not. Describe an
experiment that you.could do to test whether these flowers are pure
strain.

4.
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05-1. Explain (he meaning of the following statements. SELF-EVALUAT1ON 5,
a. Curly hair is dominant when crossed with straight hair.

b. Straight hair is recessive when crossed with curly.hair.

05-2. The diagram below represents four pea seeds.

Ydlovr" Green Yellow Green

c When the plant grown from seed A is crossed with the plant from
seed B, all the rst-generation seeds are yellpw. Which feature, yellow
or green, orninfmt?

b. When the plant grown from seed C is crossed with the plant from
seed D, some of the first-generation offspring are green and some are
yellow. If yellow is the dominant variation, art any of the first-genera-
tion offspring pure strain for yellow?

Explain your answer

c. Are any of the first-generation offsi;ring from a cross a C and
D pure strain .for green?

Explain 'your answer

,

41
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r15-3. The family tree below shows which members have white fore-
locks and which have normal color forelocks. Thc parents are pure
strain for the feature. The hereditary bit,for white forelock is dominant.
In the space below the.symbol for each individual, write the possible-
pair of bits of information that the individual could have.

Man
White Normal I 0 = Woman

W White fordo&
w = Normal color forelock

White White White White White

White White White Normal

111 5-4. Bean seeds may have bits for brown color (B) or for white color
(b). Thgrollowing combinations are known.

Bean #1 BB
Bean #2 bB
Bean #3 Bb
Bean #4 bb -*

a. Which bit is domipant?

b.' What is the color of Bean #1?

c. What is the color of Bean #2?

d. What,is the Color of Bean #3?

. 'What is the color of Bean #4?

Have you done the Self-Eyaluation Test for Chapter 1, Part B, yet?
If you have complete&Chapter 1, you should have done the test for
Part B by now.

:^..ktifel.:.!: - :kft.,:if70, A ".
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Circle any of thc excursions for this chapter that yoi completed.
6-1; 6-2 r

DIA. You are going to have a chance to create an lggy offspring. The
tables below show the bits of heredity information carried by each of
the parent lggys.

Bits of InformationIggy Parent A

1. Round cars (H)
Round ears (T)

2.. Straight antennae (H)
Curly antennae (T)

3. Black eyes (H)
White eyes m

4. Large nose (H)
Small noSe (T)

5. Plump body (H)
Thin body (T)

6. Short legs (H)
Long legT(T)

adIABits of InformationIggy Parent 0

I. Pointed cars (T) 4. Large nose (T)
Round ears (H) Small nose (H)

2, Straight antennae (T) 5. Thin body.(T)
Straight antennae (H) Thin body (H)

3. Whit eyes (T) 6. Long legs (1)
White eyes (H) Long legs (H)

Bits of information are passed on by chance. Flip-a coin for each
pair of bits to decide whether the heads (H) bit or the tails (T) bit wilt
be passed on to the,,Iggy.offspring. Record the bits that are passed on
in the table below. '.

Feature Parent A Bit Parent B Bite Iggy Offspring Featurd

1. Ears -
,

,

2. Antennae ,
.

.

3. Eyes ,

4. Nose ...
. .

5. Body
, ,

,

6. Legs

.V4 ,

.

rao'4:4,

4 -0 1 41 :100.

. .

0

-,",re,.:4^

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 6V.

13-1. You may have to loan a
coin for this queetIon.

1
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SELF-EVALUAT1ON

A.

Aria ailgiftaer

Now tomplete. the Iggy Offspring,reatures column, making use of
the fact that the following ,bits' arc dominatit.

. , Pointed ears . Large nose
.,

Curly antennae Plu dip bodY
Black eyes Short legs

0.612. Here is your chance tO .try some real pla-pned parenthood!..
peihaps you didn't really liAe how your Iggy offspring looked when
you used chance in selecting the information bits he got from his
parents. You can't get away froth chance as determining which bit is
passed on, &lit maybe if you set up properly the bits that you choose
from, you can guarantee the kind of offspring you will get.
.. Let's see if you can figure out how to do it.. :

First, select what features you want in yOur new Iggy offspring and
write' them in the table below_

Features ,I Want in
My Iggy Offspring

Information Bits in
My Iggy Offspring

_

hirent A Bits

.

.

Parent yi Bits

Ears-
I .1

,

,

.

.

Antennae-

Eyes-
, .

Nose/
. ;

' Body-
. .

Legs-
.

nw,4.

J"

Next, by comulting the- table showing which bit.s are' dóminant,
determine what bits your Iggy offspring needs to have to look the way
you have decided. Write in the table the bits he could,have:

Finally, determine what.bits each parenumust have so that no matter
which bit is passed on, your lggy offspring gets the bits that he needs.

Circle any of-the excursions for this chapter that you coMpleted.
7-1; 7-2; 7-3; 7-4; 7-5; 7-6; 7-7

071. Briefly explain by using the two-bit model how features are
passed from human parents to their offspring. -1

, .s sr, t; 7, ;:t7 ?s'is% 44141. e;<11S, ' s.sktbs s 45,P ,)- if" ; V. .iitse;* 'P' 4 ' .
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07-2. a. If a red shorthorn bull is bred with a white shorthorn cow,
ail the offspring are roan (brownish-red) in color. Explain 4,..ow you
might modify the two-bit model to explain this phenomena.

,

b. If two roan offspring were mated, what do you predict would be
the color or colors of the second-generation offspring. (Include numbers
if necessary.)

c. Predict what two information bits for color .a red shorthorn bull
has.

Atiplain

07-3. Now that you have had a chance to exparid your two-bit model,
try question 1-3 of Part B again: In fruit flies whenever a- white-eyed
female is crossed with a red-eyed male, only the female offspring have
White eyes. All the male offspring have red eyes. Use your expanded
two-bit model to explain .why this occurs.

AIL

AN.
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SELF-EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

SELF-EVALUATION 1
kiDart

1-1. You should have said that a pure strain is one that will produce generation after generation
of offspring that are identical in the feature you are observing.,Figure 1-3 shows this well.

1-2. the female has previous-1y ated, the offspring will reflect the characteristics of the previous
mating rather than the mating at you planned...This would conflise the experimental results.

1-3. The wings of an overethertzed fruit fly are spread, and the wings of a property etherized
one are folded. Check over Figure I-1 if you had difficulty.

11-4. You should hive realized that crossing two identical pure-strain flies will produce generation
/after generation of flies with the same feature. This. was part of yonr operational definition of

pure Strain in question .1=1. .10

1-6. If you had difficulty etherizing the flies, you should.review Activities 1-3 to 1-7. If your
probIem was in separating the male and female flies, take another look at. Figure 1-2.

1-II. You should havesaid that the first-generation offspring arc the children of the original parent
pair:

1-7. a. You conid have defined a model in many different ways. However, your answer should
have said that a model is something that is used to explain and predict observations.

b. Good models are usually simple enough to be used to explain the observations micle,
and they should be able to predict and explain future oi;servations.

SELF-EVALUATION 1
part B

1-14 is. Your answer should have indicated that alf the first-generation offspring will have striped
bodies. This is because the striped bit masks the bit for a black body.

lb. Three!, fourths ,of the seciindleneration fruit flies will have striped bodies And the other
one fburth will have black bodies. If you had problems with this, You should review the ideas
of the two-bit model in Ocapter 4.

--

se.
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1-2. There arc WI) different experiments that you could perform.
a. You could have mated the red-eyed flies and looked for variations in the eye color in the

first- and second-generation offspring Renumber that a pure straw is one that will produce
generation idler gneration of offspring that show no change in the feature. See this in Figure 1-3

b. Thc other experiment you could have performed would be a test cross between the red-eyed
flies and somc pure-strain brown-eyed flies. If your flies were pure strain, for red eyes, all the
first-generation offspring should have red eyes. If you have forgotten how to do a test cross, you
should review the section on test crosses near the end of Chapter 4.

14. a. Yoll should have indicated that the two-bit model will not account for this pattern of
irtheritance.

b. According40 the two-bit model, all the first-generation Onotifig Should have shown one
of the features. Sincc this pattern shows sonic link between the sex of the Ily and the eye color,
the two-bit model cannot account for it. This pattern is caused by a "sex-linked feature" and
is discussed in Excursion 7-2_

SELF-EVALUATION 2

2-1. Yim should have selected vial 2-IA as the one containing thedirst-ecneration offspring of
a cross hetween two different pure-strain parents. The color inherited ftom one of the parents
should completely mask the color from thc other parent in the first generation. The beans in
vl 2-IB are just a mixture of bean, of two different colors.

If you had planted the beans from vial 2-IA to test your prediction, you would have obtainbd
a ratio of 3 brown beans to I white bean in this next generation. Look over your dant in
Figure 2-2 if you got this wrong.

2-2. a. The rough ratio is about 5.055 to I.
b. The rojinded ratio is 5 to I.

Excursion1-1 will, help straighten you our you had problems with these calculations.

2-3. You should have predicted a ratio of 3 yellh'W peas to I green pea in the second generation.
If you had the colors mixed up, look carefbIly a the results you 'recorded in Figure 2-2.

2-4. You should have predicted that you cannot tell whether a sccd is pure strain just by looking
at ii Thc feature you see may be masking another fen ure. The brown beans iii the first-generation
offspring of the cross of pure-strain brown and pure-str n white beans did this. However, as
you become more familiar with which feature will mask a ther, you may be able to make some
pretty intelligent guesses as to whether certain features arc re strain or not.

SELF-EVALUATIORI 3

3-1. You should have predicted for both a and b that all sccds in both generations will be smooth.
This inheritance of identical fetures is part of your definition of a purstrn.
3-2. 'Tber will be a ratio of 3 tall pea plants to I dwarf pea plant. You skbld have been able
to tell that there would b, more of the tall variety, because all the first-generation offspring were

,
I

3-3. Ity.Yo6 should have indicated that these are not pure-strain corn plants. If they had ficen,
then till their offsprini would have been tall.

b. The parents of thc coin plants were cure strain. One was tall and the other was dwarf.

3-4. a. The first-generation roses were all red.
b. One of the parent rotes was pure-strain white and the other was pure-strain red.

If you had difficulties with questions 2, 3, Of 4, you should go back and review the sections
from Activity 3-3 to Problem Break 3-1. You need to understand this well before going oritto
Chapter 4.
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SELF-EVALUATION

4-1. a. You should have indicated that a good model is one that accurately describes your
oboervatiotu and makes accurate predicuons.

b. You may have answered this questton in many ways. However, you should have indicated
that the assumptions aro the statements or thingl that must be true if the model is to work.
4-2. You may have used different words to expross your answer but the ideas should be the same.

a. Each individual has two bits of information for each feature, and these bits determine the
appearance of thc individual.

b. During reproduction, each parent passes on to the offspring onc bit of information nbont
each feature.

0. Which of the parent's two bits is passed on to the offspring.is determined hy chance.
d. One bit of information for a feature may mask the other bit of information for the same

feature.

4-3. a. The one-bit model best predicts this pattern of inheritance.
b. The thing that should have convinced you that it was the one-bit model that was correct

was' the half-and-half split between the features in each generation. If you had problems with
this question, you shtuld review the ideas of the one-bit rriodel on page 44.

4-4. a. The two-bit model best describes this pattern.
Is. You should have said that straight wing does mask curly wing. You can tell this fl.om

the fact that all the Orst-generation offspring have straight wings.
C. Unless thc original parents wcrc pure strain, one for straight wing and the other for curly

wing, you would not get the three-to-one ratio of features in the second-generation offspring.
4-5; Yon could have used several different experiments to test this. The best would be to cross
the plants and see whether the future generations show any variation in features. A test cross
would bo difficult to do because you would need to know what features were masked and then
obtain a plant that was pure strain for the masked features.

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 5

3-11. a. You should have indicated that the information bit for curly hisir masks the bit for straight
hair when both arc present in thc same individual.

b. This time the straight air information bit Is masked by the bit for curly hair.
If you had problems with this, take a look at the discussion of recessive and dominant bits

on page 61.

3-2. a. You should have said that the yellow bit is dominant. You can tell this from the inform-tion that all the first-generation offspring are yellow.
b. None of the plants can be pure strain for yellow.

One of the parents is pure strain for green color (yy) so that any first-generation
1%6offitpring must have at least one of these bits.

C. Some of the offspring are pure strain for green.
The clue to this is thc statement in the question that ". .. some of the seeds of the first-

generation offspring are green.. ." Since green is thc recessive bit, the only way you can have
green seeds is if the plant is pure strain for green.

5-3. The chart below shows the correct information bits_ The strategy for attacking this problem
is as follows: (Inc parent is normal so she must bc (ww), since normal color is recessive; all the
first-generation offspring have white forelocks so they must bt mixed (Ww) and the other parent
must be (WW). Since a nornstd child is produced in thesecond generation, thc outside individual
(fir right on second line) must also be mixed (Ww). The second-generation offspring ire the nurmal
combinations of (WW), (Ww), and (ww) that you would expect. If you had problems with this,
check over Figure 5-1 again.
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White
WW

White
Ww

White
Ww

White
Ww

White
Ww

White White White Normal
WW Ww Ww ww

6-41. a. You should have recognized that the btown bit is dominant because it is symbolized by
a capital letter.

b. Brown
C. Brown
d. Brown
. Whitc

Review the section on dOminant and recessive bits if you had difficulties with this question.

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 6

6-1. You could have many possible answers for this question. One thing to check though is whether
you matched Up thc Iggy offspring features with thc bits correctly. Look over the table of dominant
features again to make sure that your Iggy offspring features correspond to the bits hat he inherited.

6-2. Once you have written down thc bits that the Iggy offspring should haVe, the rest is easy.
Just make cach parent pure strain for that feature so that no matter which bit is passed on, the
Iggy offspring will have the same'set of information bits.

EXAMPLE:

Feature Wanted Offsiiring Bits Parent A
,

Parent B

Round cars rr rr rr

Curb, antennae Aa
_

AA aa

SELF-EVALUAT1ON 7

7-1. Your answer should mention thc following points.
a. Each parent has two information bits for each feature and passes one of the two on to the

offspring. .

b. Which bit is passed on is determined by chance.
\ c. The offspring receives one bit from each parent and his features art determined by his

particular combination of bits.
If you had difficulty with this question, look over Excursion 7-6 again.
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7-2. a. You might have changed your model so that when an individual has onc bit for each
tvior, his coat color is a new color. ln thfS cue. A bit for red color (11) combines with a bit for
white color (W) to produce a roan offspring (RW).

b. From your work with the two-bit model. you should have predicted that one quarter
Will be white (WW), one half will be roan (WR or RW), rind onc (lulu-ter Will be rcd (RR).

a. A red bull muff, be pure strain for rcd. lf hc had any informatiOn bits for white, his
color would be roan (RW).

If you had difficulties with this question, check over Excursion 7-1 again.

7-3. With your expanded two-bit model you should have had no difficulty in predicting that the
lbit Oar eye color and thc bit for sex are linked and are iiasscd on to the offspring as a single
package. See Excursion 7-2 for an explanation Of this.
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My Progress
G

Keep track of your progfess in the course by plotting the percent-
% correct for each &If Evaluation as you compte it

Number correctPercent correct * X 100
* , Number of questions

To find how you are doing, draw lines conn eking theise points. Mier
you've tested yourself on all chapters,\you ma want to draw a best-tit
line. But in the .meantinvii, unless you aMays get the same percent
correct, your graph will look like a serieS of mountain -peaks.
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